Blanket Permission to Conflict with Armory

I, [_______________] Legal Name , known in the SCA as [_______________] Society name , waive the full protection of my registered armory as follows:

For "[_______________] Blazon of [_______________] registered armory ",
I grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is
 □ not identical to it.
 □ at least one countable step different from it. (fielded armory only)

For "[_______________] Blazon of [_______________] registered armory ",
I grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is
 □ not identical to it.
 □ at least one countable step different from it. (fielded armory only)

For "[_______________] Blazon of [_______________] registered armory ",
I grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is
 □ not identical to it.
 □ at least one countable step different from it. (fielded armory only)

For "[_______________] Blazon of [_______________] registered armory ",
I grant permission to any future submitter to register armory that is
 □ not identical to it.
 □ at least one countable step different from it. (fielded armory only)

I understand that this permission can be withdrawn by written notice to the Laurel Sovereign of Arms, but that conflicting items registered while it is in force will remain registered.

Date:

Legal Signature: